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Chamomile
In this life or the next,
I’d wait for you with
chamomile tea.
sweet with honey
to sweeten our love.

Read by Megha Sood



Stream of Consciousness
I had to realign myself
with the powers that be
so I could finally
see the ocean of words
that presented themselves to me.
 
And just like that,
the trickles that
became a stream
of consciousness
flowed until it became the river
of my subconscious mind.
As I wrote minute by minute,
all spent on unconscious time,
 
I knew what was necessary
and what was to be done.
But I couldn’t just sit there
waiting for my web to be spun.
I had to start from scratch,
give it my all.
 

It started with silkworms
that grew large and strong.
During their metamorphosis,
they sat spinning
themselves into silk cocoons.
        
And when they were
ready to spread their wings,
they flew far,
leaving the past behind them.
 
I could harvest what was left
and put the many 
spools of thread
onto my spinning wheel.

Read by Nancy Mendez Booth



Balance
To keep balanced
regain
control over 
mind, heart, and soul.
 
When Mother Nature colorizes
the Earth after its been poisoned
with crude,
desensitized,
emotionally beaten blue
divided back
into shades of black and white.
 
Her eyes swallow typhoon waters,
Her wailing continues,
hurricane agony.
Boats crash to shore as
tears roll down her face.
 

Read by RescuePoetix ™ 



Gingko

Ginkgo leaves grow
Large and vibrant
When they return from hibernation

The Spring and Summer breezes,
Make them ruffle at my feet.

Gallant locks of green and yellow
cascade and fall from branches.

Ginkgo, when the wind blows,
Where will you lead me next?          

Read by Talana Lachelle Queen



Cicada
Cicada have waited decades 
to feel moist Earth beneath their claws.
Batting their wings
one last time before their shell falls free.
I saw Myself, for the first time in what felt like centuries.

I am the Cicada.
I stared at the etchings of my wings in storefront glass.
I gazed at the silhouette of Strength.
Head of armor, chest of emerald shield, 
antennae, spirals, and a glassy pair of stained wings.

That summer sound you hear,
I'm in the trees when you're quiet.
Set like amber against wood in glimmering sun.

Read by Dujuana Sharese



Last Leaves of Winter
The last leaves of winter
clung tight to the tall tree.
Heavy rain fell
throughout the day,
the wind carving
shapes in the clouds.
 
The last leaves of winter
shook in anticipation
of where they would fall.
Barely left with life,
they held on until it was their time.
 
And when the rain passed,
and the clouds dissipated,
the wind went with them.
 
The sun shone
bright across a winter blue sky,
silent in the morning.
 
The last leaves of winter
hung on still.

Read by Summer Dawn Reyes



Titanium Flowers
Blacksmith sits with her.
Gentle flowers.
Resistant and strong.

Read by Crystal Davis



About the Collaborators
Poetry by Crystal Letters:

Crystal Letters is the poetry and creative writing blog of 
Crystal Davis. Crystal is a poet, painter, and writer who was 
born and raised in Jersey City. She is a freelance writer, 
editor, and content creator. 

@crystallettersofficial, @openroadpoetry, 
www.crystalletters.com



About the Collaborators
Photography by Argia Photography:

Catalina Aranguren’s work is a dialogue about the 
modern world and our place in it. Light is the foundation and sets the 
tone of the conversation. Her work explores relationships between the 
learned and the subconscious. Because of the diversity of cultures in 
which she grew up, and perhaps in spite of them, her work explores 
the relationship between perception and cognition. 
Oftentimes in her work she captures an instant, which forces the 
viewer to come closer to explore for more detail, or to take a step back 
to understand the full picture. The idea of the “perceived” and the 
“actual” are rapidly shifting cultural concepts, though their ability to 
elicit reactions of fondness and fear remains a constant. As an artist 
she has the unique opportunity to exemplify, subvert, and redefine 
these concepts, adding her voice to a dialogue between the viewer and 
their history. 
@Argiaphotography, @walk_bye, www.argia.photos



About the Collaborators
Megha Sood read Chamomile:

Megha lives in Jersey City, New Jersey, USA. .She is an Assistant Poetry Editor for 
the Uk based Arts and Literary Journal MookyChick and a Literary Partner in the 
“Life in Quarantine” Project by Stanford University, California, USA. Over 500+ 
works in journals including Better than Starbucks, Gothamist. Poetry Society of 
New York, WNYC Studios, Kissing Dynamite, American Writers Review, Setu 
Magazine.FIVE:2: ONE, KOAN, Quail Bell, Dime show review, and many more. 
Works featured/upcoming in 50+ other print anthologies by the US, UK, 
Australian, and Canadian Press. Three-time State-level winner NAMI Dara 
Axelrod NJ Poetry Contest 2018/2019/2020.National Winner Spring Robinson 
Lit Prize 2020, Honorable Mention Pangolin Poetry Prize 2019, Finalist in the 
Adelaide Literary Award 2019, Shortlisted for the Erbacce Prize 2020, Nominated 
for the iWomanGlobalAwards 2020, Finalist in TWIBB Beyond Black Sakhi 
Awards 2020. Works selected numerous times by Jersey City Writers group and 
Department of Cultural Affairs for the Arts House Festival.She is currently 
co-editing the anthologies (“The Medusa Project”, Mookychick) and ( “The Kali 
Project”, Cross Tree Press). She blogs at https://meghasworldsite.wordpress.com/ 
and tweets at @meghasood16.

https://meghasworldsite.wordpress.com/


About the Collaborators

Nancy Méndez-Booth read Stream of Consciousness

Nancy is a writer, artist and educator of Puerto Rican 
descent. Her writing has appeared in print and online, 
including Poets & Writers, Salon, OZY Media, VIDA: 
Women in Literary Arts, and the anthology 
Latina Outsiders: Remaking Latina Identity. 
Nancy has performed at venues including The Moth and 
Midtown International Theatre Festival, and attended 
Vermont Studio Center, Martha's Vineyard Institute of 
Creative Writing, and Blue Mountain Center. She was 
selected by the NJ Women Playwrights Program in 2017 to 
receive development support  for "I Don't Know How She Does 
It", a one-woman show. Nancy has a BA in English 
(Amherst College), and an MA in English Critical Theory and 
an MFA in Creative Writing (Rutgers).     



RescuePoetix ™ read Balance

Susan Justiniano, as first-generation Puerto Rican Paterson New Jersey native, has been writing in 
her hometown since the age of nine and highlighted her experiences growing up 
in Paterson through her original work “By the Light of the Ghetto Moo”, which she debuted
in 2019 in Jersey City, NJ.

She was introduced and fell in love with Jersey City’s underground Arts diversity and, RescuePoetix™ 
emerged in 2011 as an artist entrepreneur and arts business entity. 
Her professional arts career includes artist development, marketing, contract negotiation, media 
sourcing, networking and artist bookings.

In addition to embracing artist entrepreneurship, writing and performing at live events, 
RescuePoetix™ has recorded over fifty (50) original works to music in English and Spanish, 
collaborating with producers, artists and record labels from all corners of the world. 
As Executive Producer, RescuePoetix has harnessed the ability to gather resources 
across the world into projects that impact souls without barrier.

RescuePoetix has served on the executive committee of several Arts Organizations and is currently 
the Treasurer of West Side Arts; Music (Jersey City, NJ), a board member of In Full Color: 
Empowering Women of Color (Jersey City, NJ) and a community lead for Free Mom Hugs NJ (Hudson 
County). As co- founder, co-host and co-producer, current projects include 
House on the Waterfront (MD/DC),OpenRoad Poetry (JC NJ),
and Everything is a Story Podcast (JC NJ).
 
To learn more about RescuePoetix™, visit IG / Twitter/ Facebook / 
LinkedIn / Spotify / Apple Music

About the Collaborators



About the Collaborators
Talena Lachelle Queen read Ginkgo

Talena Lachelle Queen's latest creation is Word Seed, Inc., a 
nonprofit organization designed to assist literary artists at every 
level of development. Queen is a graduate of the University of 
Washington’s inaugural MFA in Creative Writing & Poetics 
program where she authored Fourteen for her thesis project. She 
is the newest inductee into the University's Hall of Excellence. She 
is a Paterson, NJ native whose poetry has an international 
audience. Queen serves the City of Paterson as the Poet Laureate 
and Chair of the Paterson Arts Commission. She created the 
city's first ever Paterson Poetry Festival and host poetry related 
events all year long. In addition, Queen is the stewart for 
Paterson's Little Free Libraries in the Parks. Queen the founder 
of Her Best Self (a program of the National Black United Fund) 
which fosters leadership qualities in young women.

Facebook: www.facebook.com/talena.queen



About the Collaborators
Dujuana Sharese read Cicada

Dujuana is an explosive spoken word artist, master 
of ceremonies, podcaster and performer who has 
the ability to tantalize with the sound of her voice. 
Dujuana has been enticing audiences with her truth 
and comedic energy through spoken word and music. 
Sharese is the tone setter for any atmosphere she 
lands in. As a Master of Ceremonies she streamlines 
the timeline as well as having audiences elated 
entertained and satisfied.   

@dujuanasharese, www.dujuanasharese.com, 
www.everythingisastory.libsyn.com



Special Thanks
OpenRoad Poetry ™ and Crystal Letters LLC. would like to give a special thanks to Rescue Poetix ™ for being a super 
supportive co-founder and partner, for the late nights, and the brainstorms. Catalina Aranguren and Argia 
Photography, as well as @Walk_Bye for facilitating the space for artists to share their art and talents. Thank you 
to Megha Sood, Nancy Mendez Booth, and Talena Lachelle Queen for sharing your abundance and your grace. Thank 
you to Summer Dawn Reyes for your creativity, your continued support, and laughter. To Dujuana Sharese for walking 
into our Open Mic over a year ago and sharing your light, and for making “Cicada” rise off the page as if it truly has 
legs. Thank you to Peter Gagnon for helping put all the final pieces together. Thank you to THEORY. for the 
instrumental. 

This Zine was a success and it is as multiethnic as it is multigenerational, 

And thank you to our Friends, Supporters, Viewers, both new and old. We love you. We appreciate you.  
Thank you, thank you, thank you. 


